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Abstract: The penetration of various types of renewable sources and on-site storage devices have
recently focused attention towards DC power distribution in consumer grids to achieve the target
of zero/positive energy buildings and communities. To achieve this target, the most important
component is the DC consumer grid architecture which can integrate not only renewable sources
and storage, but also enable the implementation in any conventional AC distribution network
without any significant upgrade. To this end, a unique DC Transformer enabled DC microgrid
architecture is presented in this paper. The architecture, called PCmRC (power controlling monitoring
routing center) is proposed to manage distributed energy sources and storage at any stage and also
directly interconnects the DC consumer grid with the conventional AC power grid. This paper also
investigates detailed control algorithms of each component and the DC Transformer topology in
addition to proposing four unique stages of grid operational modes to enhance the overall grid
stability in any operational condition. The main objectives are to maximize the exploitation of
renewable sources, to decrease reliance on fossil fuels, to boost the overall efficiency of the grid
by reducing the power conversion losses and demand side management in all possible forms.
The simulation platform is designed in MATLAB/Simulink. Simulation results of several types of
case studies show the effectiveness of the proposed power distribution and management model.

Keywords: micro grids; sustainable energy; demand side management; DC Transformer (DCT);
energy storage; consumer grid; power controlling monitoring and routing center (PCmRC)

1. Introduction

With the penetration of renewable energy sources, increasing energy demand and price of
fossil fuels in society, many technologists have become confident that by 2030, the world’s energy
requirements will be provided mostly by renewable and distributed energy sources [1]. This is the
reason why microgrids have become one of the hottest topics of renewable energy research and have
been recognized as one of the 10 most emerging technologies in recent years [2]. As convectional
fossil fuel based power generation plants are situated far from urban areas, the major challenges
we are currently facing are associated with the transmission, distribution and storage of electricity.
To reduce the transmission infrastructure cost and related losses, researchers have started studying
microgrids [3]. Initially, research was mainly focused on AC microgrids due to the existing power
generation architectures. More recently, due to the ease of exploitation of renewable energy sources,
integration of economical battery storage solutions [4] and penetration of DC appliances in commercial,
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industrial and residential sectors, researchers have started investigating DC microgrids. DC microgrids
boost efficiency by reducing the number of power converters, simplifying control, eliminating reactive
power factor issues and delivering high power quality cost effectively.

Several studies have been done and DC microgrids implemented and tested in various
applications such as naval ships, air-crafts [5], commercial data-centers [6,7], residential buildings [8],
communities [9,10] and smart cities [11]. Besides the above-mentioned advantages, DC microgrids
bring several open issues and challenges, which need to be solved [12] such as (i) the integration of DC
microgrids into the convectional AC distribution network [13]; (ii) availability of DC appliances [14];
(iii) how to manage the constant-current and inductive load within DC grids, and, most importantly,
(iv) standard and scalable DC microgrid architecture and economical protection systems. To solve
issues associated with the DC grids, a zonal microgrid concept is presented in [15], in which each
independent consumer or building is considered as a zonal microgrid and connected to the AC main
grid via a bidirectional AC/DC converter. Each zonal microgrid generates its own power and may take
balance power from the main grid. Reference [16] proposed a centralized control with a high-speed
communication link—a fast, efficient and economical method. However, the proposed micro-grid’s
reliability is dependent upon that link, as potential degradation of the communication link would
cause reliability issues for the entire DC micro grid. To overcome such problems, many authors have
proposed the distributed control of microgrids such as Droop control [17], DC-Bus Signaling [18],
Modified DC bus (MDB) Signaling [19], active load sharing control [20,21], AC-signal modulation
over DC voltage, circulating current method [22], and multi-agent based control [20,23]. However,
the common issues are that the processing of each node, size and cost of the entire system would
be increased drastically, continuous monitoring of SoC (state-of-charge) of battery-storage becomes
complicated, overall grid control becomes slow and fault correction and isolation become complex [24].

To solve aforementioned issues, a DC Transformer (DCT) enabled consumer grid model named
PCmRC (power controlling monitoring and routing center) is presented in this paper. The main
motivation of the presented PCmRC consumer grid model is to make provisions for integration of any
type of renewable or distributed sources and storage at any stage without any significant changes in
the existing infrastructure. The proposed model can handle low/high voltage DC and AC powered
load without any additional power converter. The PCmRC consists of a DCT, which provides magnetic
isolation between the main distribution bus and the consumer load. It embeds over voltage and short
circuit protection on each port: in case of emergencies, the switch will protect the grid, ensuring the
overall grid stability and reliability.

2. Description of DCT Enabled PCmRC Grid

The envisioned DCT enabled consumer grid model is shown in Figure 1. The PCmRC is a scalable
and standard model of a futuristic prosumer grid, which can be integrated into existing infrastructure
without any significant modification. The proposed consumer grid architecture consists of one main
DC voltage bus and sub DC buses. The main DC bus operates in the range between 350 to 400 V DC
with nominal voltage of 380 VDC, used for electrical distribution and integration of high power local
generators, storage and the AC main grid. This DC distribution voltage level is selected to comply with
industrial DC grid standards such as the EMerge Alliance [25] and the European Telecommunication
Standards Institute (ETSI). The ETSI (EN 300 132-3-1) standard allows up to 400 VDC for DC powered
ICT equipment to be used in data centers. Moreover, IEC System Evaluation Group (SEG) 4 is also
recommending DC voltage standards for low voltage DC (LVDC) distribution up to 1.5 KVDC [26].
The sub DC buses are used to power up the consumer side and drive both high power AC/DC loads up
to 300 V and low voltage sensitive DC appliances up to 24 VDC [25,26]. The DCT is the key component
and “Hub” of all activities including controlling bidirectional power flow, on-site low voltage storage
management, grid protection, voltage regulation and fault isolation. Therefore, there is no need to
install an additional expensive DC protection system, which helps to lower the overall operational grid
cost. The motivation behind the standardized grid model is to reduce the production cost and fault
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rectification time. More details regarding LVDC consumer grid power management will be discussed
in Section 3.

Figure 1. DCT enabled PCmRC consumer grid architecture. (a) multiple DCT module connected
(b) built-in protection on each DCT terminal; and (c) dedicated terminal for AC load.

2.1. DCT Topology

The solid state transformer is one of the critical transmission devices used in flexible alternating
current transmission systems (FACTs) [27]. The main motivation behind solid state transformers is
to apply the state-of-the-art power electronic technology [13] to achieve high operating frequency
in order to reduce the footprint of the transformer without affecting the power handling capacity.
Figure 2 shows the triple-active-bridge (TAB) topology of the DCT under consideration. The reason
for using TAB topology is to handle both AC/DC high voltage and low-voltage DC load at the same
time without the need of additional converters. The DCT topology is comprised of the main DC bus
interface and two sub DC bus interfaces. The main DC bus interface is directly connected to the main
DC bus, which operates in the range between 350 V to 400 V DC and handles the bidirectional power
flow between the main DC bus and sub DC buses in order to regulate the bus voltages. The sub high
voltage DC interface is used to handle high voltage DC storage and non-critical DC and AC powered
loads. The sub LVDC interface is used to handle the low voltage storage and critical sensitive electronic
appliances. Thus, the DCT can be considered as a three port energy router and this characteristic
makes it suitable to enable capability for handling both high and low voltage DC storage and AC loads
with better performance as compared to conventional AC or DC micro grids.
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Figure 2. Triple-active-bridge topology used in DCT.

2.2. Interfaces for Sustainable Sources and Storage

Figure 3 shows the standard interface of renewable, distributed sources, storage and the
bidirectional AC main grid for backup power. The standard interface makes sure that the output
voltage of all sources connected to the common main DC bus would be at the same level. It also assures
the reliability and scalability of the entire consumer grid. Every interface operates autonomously and
there is no impact on grid performance and control algorithms due to increasing or decreasing the
number of renewable sources, storage and AC main grid connections. The PCmRC consumer grid
model always maximizes the exploitation of renewable sources and only takes balance power from the
AC main grid to avoid load-shedding. Therefore, the PCmRC ensures the “plug-and-play” function of
all types of micro-sources, storage and main grid connections. PCmRC only manages available power
either from the main grid in the absence of renewable/distributed energy sources or from renewable
sources in the off-grid/islanding condition without any upgrade.

Figure 3. Standard interface for power sources and storage.

2.3. Load Classification and Demand Side Management

The main function of the local generators and storage system is to ensure the reliable and
continuous supply of power to loads by reducing the dependency on the AC main grid. Therefore,
demand management is the key category for microgrid control. The unique power distribution scheme
used in PCmRC discriminates the priority level of the load. Of course, it can handle both AC and DC
power loads connected to the consumer grid. The priority level is defined considering the consumer
requirements and can fall into two categories, i.e., critical and noncritical loads. Taking as an example
the worst case scenario, during a main grid fault, in which the energy coming from renewable sources
and storage is not enough to fulfill all power requirements, the PCmRC is able to switch off noncritical
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load and to supply power only to the critical loads. In this way, PCmRC allows consumers to configure
the priority level of the loads depending upon the importance and utilize the energy storage in more
efficient way.

2.4. Protection and Fault Isolation

The DCT module is used for power distribution and demand side load management. Each DCT
continuously monitors both main bus and sub DC bus interfaces. On detecting any anomalous
situation such as over/under voltage and short-circuit current, the respected DCT(s) immediately
switch(es)-off and isolate(s) the fault within the grid. Moreover, battery storage can be directly coupled
on the sub LVDC bus (24 V) without any additional converters. Therefore, it has voltage-sag ride
through capability, which increases the overall reliability and protection for sensitive electronic loads.

3. LVDC Consumer Grid Power Management

Zero or positive energy buildings and communities are a promising and realistic concept.
According to Article 9 of the Energy Performance Buildings directive (EPBD), member states shall
ensure that, by the end of 2020 (2018 for public buildings), all new buildings are nearly zero-energy [28].
The full exploitation of renewable sources and efficient integration of storage devices with an effective
and reliable consumer grid control model is required to realize zero/positive energy buildings and
communities. Each house or building is considered as a microgrid; in this way, each micro grid
is responsible for generating its own power by using distributed and sustainable energy sources.
The PCmRC consumer grid model provides a standard interface for all types of renewable sources,
storage, local generators and AC main grid interfaces, as shown in Figure 3. The DCT module is
connected between the main DC distribution bus, and sub DC buses are connected on the consumer
side. There are two main purposes of the main DC bus, firstly to integrate all local DCT modules into
the same bus and secondly to integrate the large scale generators, backup-supplies and AC main grid
connections. In this way, all local zonal DC micro grids can share power locally because the load of
each consumer grid is not constant, and in the case of any distributed zonal grid being unable to utilize
the storage locally, it can then share the surplus power with other adjacent microgrids. The more
important factor in the DC microgrid is that there is solely one control parameter (i.e., DC bus voltage)
to consider [24]. Therefore, in case the bus voltage starts to drop, each zonal microgrid starts pumping
surplus power from locally generated sources and storage to the common main DC bus, regulating the
DC bus voltage up to an optimum level. However, in this paper, only one consumer grid model is
discussed and this concept (model) will be the same for the other zonal consumer grids.

In order to operate the DCT module as an intelligent energy router, the DCT module must have the
ability of operating in different conditions. Most researchers propose three stages of grid operational
modes as discussed in [15,24,29]. However, in the PCmRC consumer grid model, we propose four
stages (excluding the buffer stage), in order to get effective control on power flow and increase the
overall grid reliability. The different operational modes flow diagram is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. PCmRC operational modes flow diagram.
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In DCT isolated mode, the power required by the load is greater than the locally available
power sources and the whole grid is operating in an islanding or off-grid condition, as mentioned in
Equation (1). Therefore, the main bus voltage is starting to decrease until it reaches point A, as shown
in Figure 5. Then, each connected DCT starts working in isolated mode and there will be no power
flow from sub DC bus to main DC bus. In this mode, each DCT module switches off the non-critical AC
and DC loads so that the sub HVDC bus voltage becomes “zero volt”, if there is no storage connected
to the sub HVDC bus. The locally available storage is solely utilized to operate only critical loads
connected to the sub LVDC bus, until the storage depletes or the back-supply/grid interface starts
delivering power to the microgrid to avoid load-shedding. The detail voltage levels are mentioned in
Table 1 and the variable abbreviations are given in Table 2:

(PSLO ≥ (PMSI + PHSI + PLSI)

∵ PRSI + PDGI + PMGI = 0(PHLO = 0).
(1)

Figure 5. PCmRC operational modes graphical diagram.

Table 1. List of key parameters of the PCmRC Model.

Mode of
Operation Main DC Bus Sub HVDC

Bus
Sub LVDC

Bus Power Flow

DCT
Isolated

VMB ≤
355VDC VSHB = 0 VSLB ≤ 24.2 V

Power coming from locally available
storage only. High power AC/DC load is

switched off

Main Grid
Interactive

360 V ≤ VMB
≤ 375 V VSHB ≥ 280 V 24.8 V ≤ VSLB

≤ 25.9 V

Power coming from renewable sources and
AC main grid. All types of storage are

kept isolated

Buffer
State

376 V ≤ VMB
≤ 380 V

280 V ≤ VSHB
≤ 300 V

26 V ≤ VSLB
≤ 28.1 V

Power coming from renewable source and
main grid. All types of storage are

connected as a Load

Self-Reliance 381 V ≤ VMB
≤ 395 V

280 V ≤ VSHB
≤ 300 V

28.2 V ≤ VSLB
≤ 28.8 V

Power coming from renewable sources only.
Maingrid is isolated. All types of storage

are connected as a load

Power
Sharing VMB � 395 V VSHB � 300 V 28.8 V ≤ VSLB

≤ 29.5 V

Power coming from renewable sources only.
Maingrid and all type of storage are

connected as a load
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Table 2. Nomenclature.

PHLO The High Power AC and DC Load output
PSLO The Low voltage sensitive electronics load Output
PRSI The Input Power from Renewable sources
PDGI The Input Power from local distributed generators
PMSI The Input Power from storage integrated with Main DC bus
PHSI The Input Power from storage integrated with Sub HVDC bus
PLSI The Input Power from storage integrated with Sub LVDC bus
PMGI The input Power from AC main grid
VMB The Main DC bus voltage
VSHB The Sub HVDC bus voltage
VSLB The Sub LVDC bus voltage
vm Secondary DC link voltage

vmref Secondary DC link voltage reference
is Input primary current
isd d-axis current
isq q-axis current

isdref d-axis current reference
isqref q-axis current reference
vs Input primary voltage
vsd d-axis voltage of vs
vsq q-axis voltage of vs
Vl Output side low DC bus voltage

Vlref Output side low DC bus voltage reference
ϕ Phase shift

Vh Input side high DC link voltage
f Switching frequency
L Leakage inductance

SoCbat State of Charge of battery
ibat Battery storage current connected to sub DC bus

ibatref Battery storage current reference

In the main grid interactive mode, the output power (connected load) of the grid is greater than
the generated power from renewable sources and local distributed generators. However, the main
grid interface and storage is available. In this case, PCmRC will only take the balance power from the
main grid to fulfill the load requirements and keep the sub DC buses within certain voltage limits as
shown in Table 1 and in Equation (2). If the sub voltage buses operate in these operational limits, then
PCmRC will keep the storage isolated. In the main grid interactive mode, PCmRC operates the grid in
the region between points A and B, as shown in Figure 5. In this region, only balance power is taken
from the main grid interface just to power up the load connected to the sub HVDC and LVDC buses
and storage is kept isolated and considered to take “zero current”, as shown in Equation (2):

(PHLO + PSLO) = (PRSI + PDGI + PMGI)

∵ PMSI + PHSI + PLSI = 0.
(2)

If the output power or load connected to the grid is less than or equal to the power generated by
the renewable sources and consumer-grid can fulfill demand side power requirements without taking
power from the AC main grid, the PCmRC is working in self-reliance mode.

In this mode, PCmRC ensures the power supply to both critical and non-critical loads and balance
power will be used to charge the storage connected to DC buses. In Figure 5, the region between points
B and C is the self-reliance region and in this mode the energy storage is treated as a load, as shown in
Equation (3):

(PHLO + PSLO) ≤ (PRSI + PDGI − PMSI−
PHSI − PLSI) ∵ PMGI = 0.

(3)
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In case of storage fully charged and surplus energy generated by local generators, the PCmRC
will start sharing surplus power to the AC main grid, which is called power sharing mode. In this
mode, the main grid is also treated as a load, and balance power is sent to the AC main grid via a
grid-tie inverter, as shown in Figure 3 and Equation (4):

(PHLO + PSLO) ≤ (PRSI + PDGI − PMSI − PHSI − PLSI − PMGI). (4)

Renewable sources of energy are not constant in time, and, due to their nature, they are not
suitable to fulfill the requirements of the variable loads connected to the grid. The stochastic behavior
of distributed energy resources can cause problems to the stability of the grid. To avoid such scenarios,
PCmRC introduces a buffer stage while moving from the main grid interactive mode to the self-reliance
mode in order to meet the unpredicted load requirements and to increase the grid reliability. Another
reason to use buffer stage is that, in the main grid interactive mode, the AC main grid is used to supply
power solely to connected loads and storage is kept isolated. As renewable sources’ output power
increases gradually [10], as soon it becomes equal to the load power requirement, the PCmRC enters
into self-reliance mode at point B, shown in Figure 5. However, due to bad weather conditions or
sudden increase in demand side power requirements, the power generated from renewable sources
might not be enough to meet the unpredicted change, and, at that stage, the available storage is also not
charged enough to compensate for the deficiency of power. Therefore, the buffer stage is introduced,
in which PCmRC starts charging the storage from surplus energy coming from renewable sources
and makes sure the level of SoC of storage will be enough before transition between the main grid
interactive mode to the self-reliance mode without compromising grid reliability. In Figure 5, the
highlighted area is the buffer stage and the bus voltages are mentioned in Table 1.

4. Overall Grid Control Design

The conventional AC microgrid usually operates in two modes such as grid connected mode and
islanded mode [30], and it has different control and operation methods for both scenarios. However,
in the DC consumer grid, the mode of operation is slightly different; for example, the utility grid is
connected through the AC–DC bidirectional converter, and, depending on the bus voltage, the interface
converter allows for exchanging power either with a utility grid to consumer grid or vice versa.
To demonstrate, the DCT enabled PCmRC power management strategy and detailed control scheme is
outlined in this section. The main DC bus must be well maintained and operates between the rigid
upper and lower limits. In case of any anomalous condition, the DC bus voltage can collapse the whole
DC microgrid operation. Therefore, accurate meters such as [31] and a robust and reliable control
and management scheme are required for the effective and sustainable consumer grid operation.
The overall flow chart of the PCmRC consumer model is shown in Figure 6, which is fully compatible
for off-grid and conventional grid connected operations. The PCmRC consumer grid consists of the
following terminals.
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Figure 6. The overall operational control flow chart of PCmRC consumer grid model (a) in the case of
the grid connected mode; (b) in the case of the DCT isolated mode; (c) in the case of the off-grid mode.

4.1. DCT Control

The DCT is the brain and hub of all power management in the PCmRC model. It provides
24 V on sub LVDC bus, 300 V on sub HVDC bus for high voltage DC and single phase AC output.
The three-stage DCT control diagram is presented in Figure 7 and symbols used in the control diagram
are elaborated in Table 2. The DCT converts AC to AC for step-up or step-down voltage as the
conventional electrical transformer does, but in a more efficient way with embedded protection and
a small footprint. As shown in Figure 2, the DCT consists of three I/O ports with high frequency
transformers: DC to DC, AC to DC and DC to AC conversions. In normal operation, the power is
transferred from the main voltage bus to the sub voltage buses and the sub LVDC/HVDC H-bridge
works as a control rectifier. The d-q vector control diagram of a single-phase rectifier is shown in
Figure 7a. Both a high voltage DC main bus and the power factor are controlled by a dual loop
controller and manage the real and imaginary values of the current and voltage. The outer and inner
loop of the d-axis component is controlling the active power control loop (both voltage regulator and
current loop). The q-axis is controlling the reactive power control loop, and its reference is set to zero
(isqre f = 0) for unity power factor operation [27]. The triple-active bridge topology used in the DCT
offers zero voltage switching, less stress on switches and bidirectional power flow. The difference in
the phase shift determines the power transfer (POutput) between the main DC bus to sub DC buses [27].
Therefore, phase shift (ϕ) control is used in the DC to DC conversion stage as shown in Figure 7b.
The power transfer is controlled by configuring the phase shift on both the primary H-bridge and
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the secondary H-bridge side (Vh), which regulates the sub DC voltage bus to the appropriate voltage
levels as given by following Equation (5):

POutput = (Vh)/2L f ϕ(1 − ϕ). (5)

The inverter stage uses the capacitor current feedback control for a better voltage output by
sensing the current from output capacitor. The inner loop is controlled by the capacitor current, and
output AC voltage is controlled by the convectional PI controller as the outer loop, as shown in
Figure 7c. A split phase inverter topology is used in the DCT, which supports 120 V and 240 V AC
voltages regulated outputs as shown in Figure 2.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Control diagram of proposed DCT (a) high voltage AC to DC control stage; (b) DC to DC
control stage; and (c) sub voltage DC to AC inverter control stage.

4.2. Battery Storage Control

The DCT enabled PCmRC architecture can accommodate both distributed and local energy
storage. The distributed energy storage is connected to the main DC bus, and low voltage battery
storage is connected to the sub DC buses. However, the distributed energy storage is considered as
a backup source and it operates autonomously. The interface diagram of the energy storage is shown in
Figure 3, which allows the bidirectional flow of the current depending upon the State of Charge (SoC)
of the battery and operational mode of the PCmRC grid. The operation of the battery storage connected
to the sub DC buses is dependent upon the State of Charge (SoCbat) of the battery. The PCmRC allows
for consuming the available storage as long as SoCbat is within limits. Therefore, PCmRC operates
the locally connected battery storage in three modes: charging, discharging and standby. The PCmRC
always charges the battery storage only in self-reliance or power sharing modes and standby in main
grid interactive mode. It exploits the locally available storage in the DCT isolated mode to power up
the critical loads only. The PCmRC only charges the locally available storage from surplus power
generated by the renewable sources and never charges the storage from the main grid supply to reduce
the dependency on AC main grid. It also helps to reduce the carbon emissions. The detail control
flow diagram including battery management is shown in Figure 6. In the worst condition, when the
renewable sources are not available and the PCmRC consumer grid is operating in islanding condition,
locally connected storage regulates the sub LVDC bus and the system operates in the DCT isolated
mode. As shown in Figure 8, the outer voltage loop is cascaded with the battery current inner loop,
until the SoCbat reaches down and equals the SoCmin to avoid over discharging of the battery storage.

Figure 8. Battery SoC control diagram.
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4.3. Grid Connected, Islanding and Off-Grid Control

PCmRC considers the AC main grid connection as a finite energy source and the main grid is
always connected through the standard interface to the main DC bus like any other sources, as shown in
Figure 3. Therefore, multiple grid connections can be interfaced to the PCmRC in order to increase the
redundancy, reliability and power sharing requirements with the adjacent grids. Moreover, the PCmRC
control algorithm would be the same for grid-connected, islanding and off-grid operations without
any upgrade. In case of convectional power distribution where the main grid is the only source of
power and there is no local generator available, the PCmRC can manage the AC main grid supply to
power up the loads, as shown in Figure 6a. Therefore, PCmRC architecture is perfectly compatible
with existing infrastructure. If there is no source available locally and the consumer grid is operating
in islanding mode, the PCmRC will provide power only to critical loads, until the storage depletes,
as shown in Figure 6b. In case there is no grid-connection or consumer grid installed at a remote
location, then PCmRC will operate the whole consumer grid on locally available sources and storage.
However, the local generators must supply enough power to fulfill load requirements, as shown in
Figure 6c.

5. PCmRC System Level Case Study

In order to verify the proposed PCmRC consumer grid model and power management strategy,
a simulation model of each control module is built in the Matlab/Simulink (Mathlab 2016b) based on
the architecture mentioned in Figure 1. The average model technique is used instead of the switching
model in order to cover large scale power system dynamics. Moreover, the average modeling technique
speeds up the simulation without losing key characteristics of the system. In the simulations, the
power rating of the DCT module is set under 5 kVA to simulate a typical residential consumer grid.
Other important parameters are: LVDC load is 750 W, LVDC storage is 550 W, AC load is 2.5 kVA, AC
main grid output voltage is 357 V and the HVDC bus voltage is 305 V. Different scenarios of sources
and loads profiles are simulated; however, due to page constraints, only key waveforms are shown
and explained in this section.

5.1. Grid Connected Mode without Renewable Sources and Storage

When the entire consumer grid operates solely on the power coming from the main grid, PCmRC
operates in the main grid interactive mode; there are different possibilities to enter in Grid connected
mode, few of them are discussed in this section. As soon as the DCT detects that the main DC
bus voltage (VMB) is less than 380 V and VMB is decreasing down to 375 V, then, in order to avoid
load-shedding, PCmRC enters into the main grid interactive mode. In this mode, PCmRC regulates
the sub DC voltage buses and powers up the critical and non-critical loads as described previously
(Figure 9a). At time t = 1.5 s, when the VMB crosses the 375 V threshold, the main grid interface
converter is then switched on and PCmRC manages the main grid power to regulate the main DC bus
voltage in between 360 V ≤ VMB ≤ 375 V.

Before entering into the main grid interactive mode, DCT regulates the sub LVDC bus voltage
to ≤26 V, in order to avoid low voltage storage charging. In Figure 9b, the storage was charged with
a constant current of 20 A. As soon as VMB decreases from 377 V, DCT then regulates the sub LVDC
bus to less than 26 V because the control algorithm of PCmRC is designed in such a way that no
storage would be charged on the low voltage side, if the sub LVDC voltage is less than 26 V. Therefore,
at t = 1 s, the PCmRC switches off storage charging and only powers up the loads, as shown in
Figure 9b,c.
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Figure 9. Simulation waveform during grid-connected operational mode (a) main DC bus and main
grid converter output voltage waveform; (b) sub DC voltage and load current waveform; and (c) AC
load voltage and current waveform.

5.2. Peak Surplus Energy Generation and On-Site Storage

If the locally available sources are generating surplus power that is more than the consumer
demand, the PCmRC will operate the local consumer grid using solely the on-site available sources,
operating in the so-called self-reliance mode. In Figure 10b, the slope of the VMB is positive and even
though sufficient surplus power is coming from the on-site generators, in order to increase the grid
reliability and stability, PCmRC grid operates in buffer state and switches off the main grid converter
after VMB reaches 380 V. However, in the buffer state, PCmRC starts charging the storage (at time
t = 2 s in Figure 10a from the surplus energy to avoid any abnormal situations and ensures continuous
supply for critical loads, as shown in Figure 10c. During the entire operation, stable power outputs are
available for non-critical loads, as shown in Figure 10c.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 10. Simulated waveform during self reliance mode (a) sub LVDC voltage and current; (b) main
DC bus and AC main grid converter output voltage; and (c) AC load voltage and current.

5.3. Load Shedding Due to Insufficient Sources and Storage

If the consumer grid is operating in islanding mode and on-site generators are also not generating
enough to power up loads, then the main DC bus voltage (VMB) slope becomes negative, as shown in
Figure 11b. The control model of PCmRC is designed in such a way that if the VMB reaches 355 V or
less, each DCT connected to the main DC bus then goes into high-impedance by activating the DCT
isolation switch as shown in Figure 2. If the DCT isolation switch is activated, then DCT switches
off the non-critical load, as shown in Figure 11c,f and operates in the DCT isolation mode, as shown
in Figure 11a. In DCT isolation mode, PCmRC utilizes the low voltage storage to ensure continuous
supply for only critical loads without any interruption, as shown in Figure 11e. In Figure 11d,
at t = 2.5 s, as soon as VMB drops to 355 V, PCmRC activates the low voltage storage at the same time
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to discharge on the sub LVDC side, which is shown with a negative sign in Figure 11d. Moreover, the
sub LVDC bus voltage level rises proportionally to the storage voltage and will continue to supply
power to the critical load until the storage ends or PCmRC starts operating again in the main grid
interactive mode.
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Figure 11. Simulation waveform of mode transition from the main grid interactive to the DCT isolated
mode (a) main DC bus voltage before and after the DCT isolation switch; (b) main DC bus voltage;
(c) sub HVDC voltage waveform; (d) sub LVDC bus with low voltage storage discharge; (e) sub LVDC
bus voltage and current; and (f) AC load voltage and current.

5.4. Load Shedding Due to Fault Occurring on the Demand Side

In case, during normal grid operation, any fault occurs on the consumer side, the PCmRC
immediately shuts off and isolates the respective DCT in order to ensure entire grid reliability.
In Figure 12b, there is a high current spike generated on the sub LVDC port, and DCT immediately
detects it, activates the DCT isolation switch, and whole consumer grid undergoes into the DCT
isolation state within 2.5 ms. However, in the DCT isolation state, the DCT shuts off all input
and output ports and disconnects from the main DC bus, as shown in Figure 12a. Moreover, DCT
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switches-off the sub HVDC bus and inverter output at the same time to avoid any sort of damage on
the consumer side, as shown in Figure 12c.
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Figure 12. Simulation waveforms during fault condition on the consumer side (a) DC bus voltage
before and after the DCT isolation switch; (b) high current spike on sub LVDC bus; and (c) AC load
voltage and current before and after the fault.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a unique power controlling, monitoring and routing strategy is presented, which
is independent from the type of available renewable/distributed sources and storage. The proposed
model provides seamless switching between operational modes without compromising grid reliability.
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Moreover, there would be no change in the control algorithm in the case of a DC grid operating in
grid-connected, islanding, off-grid, or with or without on-site generators, which enables compatibility
with the existing infrastructure and also handles any sort of situation flawlessly. A system model is
constructed and key characteristics of the proposed model are examined by simulating various case
studies, which validate the proposed concept of power management. However, as future work, the
most important thing is to implement and deploy the scaled model DCT with two or more sources,
at least one energy storage. and two loads both critical and non-critical. A practical test needs to be
designed in order to evaluate the scaled DCT model in grid-connected and islanding modes with
variable demand side power requirements. Proper investigation needs to be done related to overall
stability when two or more DCT modules run parallel, in order to validate the active power sharing
control design without affecting grid stability. In short, the DCT enabled PCmRC consumer grid model
would be a promising key component in modern power distribution of consumer grids.
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